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„Secret‟ EU Fisheries Committee will make Recreational Angling suffer 

Tomorrow, the Committee for Fisheries and Aquaculture votes on a piece of legislation having a built 
in risk that some recreational fishing might be banned later for the wrong reason. 

This committee works under the closed-door „Comitology Procedure‟. A procedure often criticized for its lack of 
transparency. For the very same reason we now find ourselves in the uncomfortable situation of trying to close the 
barn door after a horse, which seemingly has bolted. The committee is made up of nameless representatives from 
national fisheries ministries, chaired by the European Commission. 

Tuesday´s agenda item 5 reads: “(Vote) Draft Commission Regulation laying down detailed rules for the 
implementation of Council Regulation (EC) No 1224/2009 establishing a Community control system for ensuring 
compliance with the rules of the Common Fisheries Policy.” 
 

EAA and EFTTA have compared this text with a draft of April last year. Some changes made in the chapter on 
control of recreational fisheries (Article 64, 65) are of the greatest worry to us. This we have communicated to the 
European Commission but they seem set that no changes should be made at this late hour. This is very much 
regrettable but yet another example of how closed-door procedures disconnect the public from insight and having 
a say during the process. Good for speed and easy for the directly involved law-makers maybe, but bad for quality 
and public acceptance of final output. 
 

Now, it is suggested that anglers´ releases of fish alive do NOT need to be counted for Member States to 
comply with this legislation. If fish released alive are not counted, then all fish caught might be counted as 
harvested fish. This would, of course, dramatically inflate the impact on fish stocks by recreational anglers with the 
result that decision-makers are left with flawed data on which they could make wrong decisions. 
 

We suspect there is an element of cost saving speculation behind that change, to save money on data collection. 
However, rumour has it that only one country insisted on making this change while nobody argued against it at the 
time. 
 

To add insult to injury this hostile sentence found its way in as well as a new paragraph 6: 
 “This provision shall not apply when a Member State has prohibited recreational fisheries of stocks subject to a 
recovery plan.” 
 

This is a most unwelcome and unnecessary self-evident statement. The only “added value” from this sentence is 
a biased political message passed on to the decision makers, that they could save money on data collection by 
prohibiting recreational fishing. This sentence we strongly urge be deleted. 
 

We choose to believe that the lack of visible opposition against these proposed changes might be due to simple 
fatigue among the committee members. This would be quite understandable. This Commission Regulation runs to 
86 printed pages with 167 Articles, all up for discussion and negotiation. Add to that, that all of these Articles are 
born to give more details on how to understand and implement another 111 Articles in the basic piece of 
legislation, the Council´s Control Regulation of November 2009. This is complicated head aching work perfectly 
suited for tacit agreements. We fully understand that. But we also believe that the majority would have no problem 
supporting the changes we ask. These members hopefully will react now making it possible to put the text right at 
Tuesday´s vote. 
 

Recreational fishing is not the root cause for any dwindling fish stock at sea in our part of the world. If this piece 
of legislation is adopted as it reads now the way is paved - and even encouraged – that recreational fishing could 
be banned where no bans are needed. Jobs and income losses are at stake for the angling dependant businesses 
and communities, and the law-makers could suffer the mistrust by 25 million recreational anglers. 
 

The EU Commission and the Committee for Fisheries and Aquaculture can save us all from this malice Tuesday. 
 

We urge them to do so! 
 

----------- 
 

Contact: Jan Kappel, EAA and EFTTA Brussels office; Tel: +32 2286 5956; e-mail: jan.kappel@eaa-europe.eu 
 
Notes to editors: 
 
EAA, European Anglers Alliance comprises of key angling organisations from 16 European countries with about 
3 million members.  
 
EFTTA, European Fishing Tackle Trade Association is the leading European trade association for manufacturers 
and wholesalers of sportfishing equipment. Membership is open to manufacturers, wholesalers, agents and 
press in the tackle industry.  
 
Websites: www.eaa-europe.eu ; www.eftta.com 
 
- Next pages: Annex with more background information and links to documents 
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ANNEX – some references and links 
 
- Agenda for meeting of 8 March 2011 of Committee for Fisheries and Aquaculture: 
http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regcomitology/index.cfm?do=Search.getPDF&aveX3bHrtSdmwQS9gzvL1VqBB7fI4EnisQ1BdEUO8vC
5SVAw47eF02NzJJLXFBE72csWXMa4VltO3lFvJ1eYgQ== 
 
- Final draft to be voted on Tuesday, 8 March: 
“Draft - COMMISSION REGULATION 
laying down detailed rules for the implementation of Council Regulation (EC) No 1224/2009 establishing a 
Community control system for ensuring compliance with the rules of the Common Fisheries Policy” 
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/marine/Sea-Fisheries/Regulation/reviewofcontrolreg 
 

 

EAA and EFTTA urge these two changes to be made in Article 64: 
 
1) -To insert the words in italic and underlined in paragraph 3: 
 “3. The sampling plan shall include a sampling design for the estimation of catches of stocks subject 
 to recovery plans, including released live fish, for the gear used and the relevant geographical area 
 of the recovery plan concerned where these catches where taken;” 
 
2) - To delete paragraph 6: 
  “This provision shall not apply when a Member State has prohibited recreational fisheries of stocks 
 subject to a recovery plan.” 
 
-------------------------- 
 

“Best practice” - a few examples of recreational fishers´ released fish included in surveys 
 
 
United States: 
http://www.st.nmfs.noaa.gov/st1/recreational/pubs/data_users/chap_1.pdf 
Chapter 1 - SURVEY METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
…… MRFSS information is used by Fishery Management Councils, Interstate Fisheries Commissions, and 
State and Federal fishery management agencies to draft fishery management plans, to evaluate future de-
mands on fish stocks, to predict and evaluate the impact of fisheries regulations, and to develop recreational 
facilities for anglers. The MRFSS provides fisheries managers with information on the numbers and size dis-
tributions of each fish species caught in each mode and area of fishing within each state and subregion. 
 
Page 12:                   Figure 7. MRFSS catch type distinctions for the intercept survey. 
 

 [Released Catch] 
------------ 

Canada: 
 
2005 Survey of Recreational Fishing in Canada 
http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/stats/rec/can/2005/section3-eng.htm 
(Note: The 2010 Survey of Recreational Fishing in Canada is underway this month) 
 
3.0 Concepts, Terms and Definitions 
(…) 
“Fish Harvested: number of fish caught……..” 
Fish Retained: number of fish kept.” 
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On-going work in ICES Planning Group on Recreational Fisheries Surveys 
http://www.ices.dk/workinggroups/ViewWorkingGroup.aspx?ID=445 
 
Latest published report (2010): http://www.ices.dk/reports/ACOM/2010/PGRFS/PGRFS%202010.pdf 

 
Page 26: “4 Schemes of recreational fisheries sampling and survey method  
This section of the report provides an outline that was developed by the Planning Group to organize future 
discussions of options to be considered in designing and implementing effective surveys of recreational fish-
ing participation, effort, and catch. This outline was informed by ideas generated in subgroup discussions 
(Section 5) and provided the basis for the summary narrative presented in Section 6 of this report.” 

 
Page 27: Data elements for off-site survey:  
Effort – Location (inside or outside of country)  
– Time fishing (in day or hour…)  
– Mode of fishing  
– Gear type  
– (Primary target species)  

 
Catches – Kept and discards (released alive, dead…)  
– Length  
– Weight  
 
 
Page 92: Germany 

The catch per unit effort (CPUE) 

 
 
NB! The above CPUE figure is only shown here as an example of the importance of including release data in 
data collections in general. This particular German cod study from 2009 has been criticized by EAA for pre-
senting too excessive figures on catches and for showing a too wide distance between low and high catch 
estimates for any decision-making or management. VDSF, the German member of EAA, has collected own 
data based on a far bigger sampling base of anglers. A report based on these data has been delivered to the 
European Commission. It shows lower catch figures, and more plausible time-series/trend data. 
 
For more information and documents concerning this particular issue, please contact: 
Dr Stefan Spahn, VDSF, s.spahn@vdsf.de , Tel (direct): +49 (0)69 85 70 69 71 

 
Other links: 
 
- EAA and EFTTA – A response to the on-going CFP reform 
http://ec.europa.eu/fisheries/reform/docs/eaa_en.pdf 
 
- “Commission accused of power-grab under new EU rules”; EU Observer, 1 March 2011 
http://euobserver.com/9/31895/?rk=1 
- “EU lawyers struggle with new 'comitology' rules”; EurActiv.com, 21 Feb 2011 
http://www.euractiv.com/en/future-eu/eu-lawyers-struggle-new-comitology-rules-news-
502310?utm_source=EurActiv+Newsletter&utm_campaign=e1513e309e-my_google_analytics_key&utm_medium=email 
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